DON'T LET HIDDEN ISSUES SNEAK UP ON YOU. FLY SENSE® CAN HELP KEEP YOUR SCHOOL SAFE.

The key to improving life safety and security in schools is through automated situational awareness. Principals and teachers must receive real-time information about a possible threat / situations, so they can initiate the appropriate response plan.

The Fly Paper Engine communicates with the various Fly Sensors to provide life safety, security and environmental notifications. Ensure the right information reaches the person via the right Fly Sensor so a potential situation can be addressed the right way.

With the Fly Sense® sensor array you can keep a close eye on what matters most to you and be able to react in time to prevent disaster. Receive alerts directly to your smart phone so you are aware of when a Fly Sensor detects a threat.

Fly Sense® can detect fluctuations in temperature, noise levels, vaping, bullying, as well as smoke and fire. With Fly Sense® you will always be up to date with the status of your locations.
The Digital Fly Bullying and Vaping sensor does much more than just sound a shrill alarm when there is danger in your school. It speaks to you telling you where the danger is and what the problem is. It also gives you peace of mind by testing itself constantly and showing you everything’s working. It integrates with your mobile device and even messages you if the batteries run low.

**High-quality Bullying and Vaping Detectors.** Fly Sense® is a multi-criteria detector with Bullying, Vape and Smoke sensors that work together to detect danger.

**Heads-Up.** If Fly Sense® detects any vaping, smoking or bullying but have not yet reached critical levels, it will give you early warning of potential issues.

**Mobile Notifications.** Connect Fly Sense® to your Fly Sense® account using Wi-Fi and you can receive alerts, Heads Up and emergency alarm notifications on your smartphone or tablet.

**Safety History.** See everything Fly Sense® has done for the last 10 days, including every Heads-Up or Emergency Alarm. Keep track of where and when they happened, so you can figure out the proper remedy.

**Fly Sense® App.** The Fly Sense® app can be used to set up, control and get alerts from Fly Sense®.

---

**MODELS —**

- Low voltage POE (Power Over Ethernet)
- Battery-operated: Six AA lithium batteries

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS —**

- Dimensions (L x W x D): 88.9 x 50.8 x 25.654 mm

**SENSORS —**

- Vaping sensor
- Carbon monoxide sensor
- Heat sensor
- Bullying sensor

**INSTALLATION —** You can install Fly Sense® yourself using our step-by-step guides

**REQUIREMENTS —** Wi-Fi, IOS or Android smartphone or tablet and a Fly Sense® account required for room names, configuration, mobile notifications and software updates

**LANGUAGES —** English only

**WARRANTY —** 1-year limited hardware warranty